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	Adobe Photoshop Elements 6 Maximum Performance: Unleash the hidden performance of Elements, 9780240520926 (0240520920), Focal Press, 2007
Unleash the hidden potential for professional image editing in Adobe® Photoshop® Elements with this project-based, real-world guide.

Using step-by-step instructions and accompanying movie tutorials, Mark Galer leads you through the less well-known and most powerful post-production editing techniques Adobe® Photoshop® Elements has to offer. Cunning tricks and clever workarounds in this book show you how to create inspiring, professional-looking images and perform tasks you only thought possible in the full Adobe® Photoshop® package.

Whether youre an imaging professional or a photography enthusiast, this book will help you get the maximum performance from your software. Learn how to:
 Create striking effects with no commercial lighting or studio equipment
 Extend the dynamic range of your digital camera by merging multiple exposures
 Optimize, enhance and montage images with stunning results

The accompanying DVD provides extensive support with movie tutorials for all projects, high resolution images, multilayered files of completed projects, a stock library and a keyboard shortcut guide. 

About the Author

Mark Galer is a Senior Lecturer in photography at the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology, Australia. He is also co-writer and teacher on their new online photography courses. He has lectured in photography in the UK and Australia and has worked commercially as a freelance photographer on corporate and editorial assignments. He has written numerous top-selling photography books, including Photography Foundations for Art & Design, Adobe Photoshop Elements 5.0 Maximum Performance and Digital Photography in Available Light. He is an Official Adobe Ambassador for Photoshop and Photoshop Elements.
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The Social Semantic WebSpringer, 2009

	The Social Web (including services such as MySpace, Flickr, last.fm, and WordPress) has captured the attention of millions of users as well as billions of dollars in investment and acquisition. Social websites, evolving around the connections between people and their objects of interest, are encountering boundaries in the areas of information...


		

MATLAB for Engineering and the Life Sciences (Synthesis Lectures on Engineering)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2011


	In 2004, Joel Cohen published a paper in the Public Library of Science (PLoS) Biology, titled

	“Mathematics is Biology’s Next Microscope, only Better; Biology is Mathematics’ Next Physics,

	Only Better”. The premise of the article was that in the near future there will be an explosion in

	both math and biology...

		

Retirementology: Rethinking the American Dream in a New EconomyFT Press, 2010

	Looking ahead to retirement? Depending on your circumstances and your age, you may no longer have any margin for error. And your emotions and irrational behavior could be perpetuating a dangerous cycle of overspending and rising debt that may shatter whatever vision of retirement you still have. Welcome to the world of...





	

Solar Rooftop DIY: The Homeowner's Guide to Installing Your Own Photovoltaic Energy System (Countryman Know How)Countryman Press, 2016

	The do-it-yourself guide for converting your home to solar power


	Solar energy is clean, efficient, sustainableâ€•and expensive. Or is it? Many homeowners simply assume that the cost of solar panels is out of their reach, but in reality, the technology is quickly becoming attainable for the middle class. Rather...


		

Developing Your Design Process: Six Key Concepts for StudioRoutledge, 2014

	Developing Your Design Process is your primary source for acquiring knowledge of how and why you design. It will help you understand how architects think as well as learn why you should educate yourself about design culture. You'll explore the spark of imagination that leads to a strong concept, realize the importance of...


		

The Well-Tended Perennial Garden: The Essential Guide to Planting and Pruning Techniques, Third EditionTimber Press, 2017

	“This practical guide is lush with clear, step-by-step advice.” —Real Simple

	

	Since its original publication twenty years ago, The Well-Tended Perennial Garden has helped home gardeners successfully plan, plant, and tend their gardens. Now Tracy Di-Sabato-Aust’s trusty advice and...
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